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High Holyday Schedule

Saturday, September 12th 10:00pm:
Selichot Service via Facebook Live

Sunday, September 13th 12:00 noon:
Kever Avot with Rabbi Meyer at Temple Emanu-El Memorial Park

Thursday, September 17th 5:00pm-6:30pm:
High Holyday Goodie Bag and Prayer Book pick-up

Friday, September 18th 10:00am-12noon:
High Holyday Goodie Bag and Prayer Book pick-up (continued)

Friday, September 18th 6:00pm:
Erev Rosh Hashanah Seder with Rabbi Meyer. Live from the Meyer home via Facebook Live

Saturday, September 19th:
10:00am: Rosh Hashanah Morning Service via Facebook Live
2:00pm: Rosh Hashanah Family Service via Facebook Live
11:30am-2:00pm: Appointment-only visit the sanctuary
Sign up on Sign-Up Genius, View our online bulletin on Emanu-El’s website for clickable links!
(or call the office at: 781-631-9300)
4:30pm: Tashlich at Preston Beach. We will not be walking from the Temple this year; please meet at the beach

Sunday, September 27th:
10:00am-2:00pm: Food Drive Drop-Off
8:00pm: Kol Nidre Service via Facebook Live

Monday, September 28th:
10:00am: Yom Kippur Morning Service via Facebook Live
11:30am-3:00pm: Appointment-only visit the sanctuary
Sign up on Sign-Up Genius (or call the office at: 781-631-9300)
3:00pm: Yom Kippur Family Service via Facebook Live
4:15pm: Yizkor via Facebook Live
5:00pm: Neilah via Facebook Live

Saturday, October 3rd at 10:30am:
Sukkot Festival Service & B’nei Mitzvah

Friday, October 9th at 6:00pm:
Shabbat & Erev Simchat Torah Festival Service

Saturday, October 10th at 10:30am:
Shabbat morning and Atzeret/Simchat Torah Festival Service. Yizkor will be recited.
Food Drive: September 27th

High Holyday Food Drive: In keeping with tradition, we are collecting food for the Marblehead Food Pantry. The drop-off will be September 27th between 10am and 2pm. Please make sure none of items have been expired and there is nothing perishable.

Items for collection:

- Paper towels
- Toilet Paper
- Canned fruit and vegetables
- Cereal
- Rice
- Pasta and sauce
- Other non-perishable items

Community Book

As an added way to connect this year, Temple Emanu-El asked congregants to submit memories, pictures, recipes, reflections and greetings. Next year, may we be together in person to greet each other and give wishes of a healthy, happy New Year.
One of my favorite quotes is from Winston Churchill: "We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we give." This quote resonates with me as I reflect on the myriad ways in which the Temple affects the lives of its members - past, present, and future - as well as our local and global community. We come together through our Temple to share our common bonds and our unique stories. Temple Emanu-El is our home for spiritual connection, celebrations, learning, and a huge variety of activities. Our lives are immeasurably enriched as the Temple’s mission is to inspire us to follow and advocate for its core values.

- Judy Mishkin

Wishing all of our friends and family a sweet and healthy New Year!
- Wendy & John Webber

Happy New Year to everyone. May you be inscribed for blessing in the Book of Life.
- Andrea Liftman

Beautiful services, the greetings of warmth of old friends and familiar faces at Temple for over 55 years, followed by gatherings with family members.
- Maxine Goldman

That there is no way to get from here to there except by joining hands, marching together.
The Helfman Family wishes you many loving hands...

L’shanah Tovah from our family to yours!
- Rabbi David, Marla, Cory and Jeremy Meyer

“Life is not measured by the number of breaths we take, but by the moments that take our breath away.
Hillary Cooper
- Donna and Ed Seligman
The high holidays are especially special for us because last year we found out we were expecting our first child and this year she is now 3 months old. Here is a picture of us!

- Carrie McNamara and family

When I think of previous High Holiday services, I recall various times when I have found prayers within the holiday prayer books that resonate far beyond the actual service, so I write them down to remember throughout the year. Here's one of my favorite ones. I keep a copy handy and appreciate re-reading it from time to time because it makes me feel better.

"O source of peace, lead us to peace, a peace profound and true; lead us to a healing, to mastery of all that drives us to war within ourselves and with others."

- Ann Laaff

The Love I Have To Give

by Robin Stairman

For me, the Jewish High Holidays is a time for love, memories, and giving. I am blessed to have a wonderful family, friends, and my health.

I have a unique tradition I like to do before the holidays, it’s running races. Leading up to the holidays, I like to raise funds for various charities by using my running talents and abilities to help bring change to the world. Since running is my passion, I choose various races that support a charity and then I just go for it. I love that I can combine my passion for running with giving to my community.

Throughout the years, I am incredibly blessed to help support charities such as American Cancer Society, Liver Foundation, Dana-Farber, MR8 Foundation and many more.

The Jewish Holidays also remind me of my beloved grandparents. I miss the days when my grandparents would go to the synagogue with me followed by a delicious meal at their home. I also miss the days when they would watch me run, even if my longest run back then was a 100-yard dash or a lap around the track. I wonder if my grandparents know that I have run The Boston Marathon twenty times in their memory?

My goal for the New Year is to live as healthy as possible.

Time to go for a run!

Shana Tova,

Love,

Robin
Casting sins into the water.
- Margaret Fischer
Far and near- past and present

Rosh Hashanah, early 1950s, Queens, New York: I’m dressed in my best new fall clothing, standing and talking with friends – all male- in front of the conservative synagogue on Main Street, in actuality, I am far from the Holyday: I never enter the temple because my parents are not there, are not members. We are a resolutely secular family. Yet, the residual hold of the Holydays dictate that I be sent to make an appearance at that place-- near, but so far. Rosh Hashanah, 2020, Temple Emanu-El: the sanctuary, the ark, our Rabbi, Jon, and Cantor Torgove are far, far off- only available on a screen-- for everyone’s safety. Yet, I am near my temple: in spirit, in the awareness of my community, in the majestic words of the machzor, in the majesty of prayer and hymn. How eternally Judaic: far and near, near and far. L’shanah tovah to all the congregation.

- Bruce Bank

(with thanks to Rabbi Meyer’s quotation of Isaiah which inspired this meditation)

Rosh Hashanah means apples and for as long as I can remember Ken and I made a date to pick our own apples in New Hampshire. Of course we used to make a big family outing of it when our children were little, picking apples, selecting just the right pumpkins and gourds too. Now just the two of us go together and get a couple of bags of apples, usually Paula reds. We try to pick enough to share with neighbors and friends. I make my special applesauce only during this time to welcome in the new year. Many years ago my kids bought me an “applesauce bowl” and I still use it to serve my Rosh Hashanah applesauce. Sweet and happy new year everyone.

- Carole Shutzer

Pollack Family Apple Cake

Ingredients:

- 2 cups diced apples
- 1 cup sugar
- 1 tsp cinnamon
- 1 egg
- ½ cup oil
- 1 ½ cup flour (can use ¾ cup white flour, ¾ cup wheat flour)
- 1 tsp baking powder
- 1 tsp baking soda
- ½ tsp salt
- ½ cup raisins

Instructions:

1. Preheat oven to 350
2. Add together diced apple, sugar and cinnamon and let stand for 10 minutes
3. Add raisins to apple and cinnamon mixture
4. In a separate bowl combine egg and oil
5. Mix together dry ingredients (flour, baking powder, baking soda, salt)
6. Add wet ingredients (egg and oil) and dry ingredients to apple, raisin and cinnamon mixture
7. Grease and flour 9x9 baking pan
8. Pour batter into baking pan and spread evenly
9. Bake for 30-40 minutes
10. Sprinkle with confectioner’s sugar and ENJOY!
Israeli Rice & Dairy Kugel

Here are two recipes that are easy and I use the Israeli Rice recipe at Rosh Hashanah… and the ‘dairy’ kugel usually for lunch.

Dairy Kugel
Cook package of ‘fine’ noodles for 3 minutes and set aside. These noodles are hard to find, but Stop and Shop has them in the Jewish section. Mix in large bowl. Ingredients should be at room temperature as it is easier to mix.

1/4 pound cream cheese
1/2 pound cottage cheese
2 cups milk
1/2 cup sugar/1 tsp. cinnamon
3 beaten eggs
1 tsp. Vanilla

Add the above mixture to the cooked noodles. Melt 1/4 pound margarine or butter in a 9x13 pan. Pour in ingredients. Top with mixture of chopped graham cracker crumbs, cinnamon, brown sugar. Bake at 350° for 45-55 minutes.

Israeli Rice

Ingredients:
1/4 cup oil
1 1/2 cups finely grated carrots
1 onion (diced)
1 cup (raw) rice
2 cups water
Salt and pepper to taste
Sautéé and brown the diced onion. Add grated carrots, cover and cook 5 minutes.
Wash rice and add to the above. Add water, salt and pepper, and simmer in covered pot until tender and water is absorbed.

If you like sautéed onions then use more than 1 onion.

“Freedom is sustained only when a nation becomes a moral community. And any moral community achieves a greatness far beyond its numbers, as we lift others and they lift us.”
-Jonathan Sacks

Variation:
Golden raisins can be added to mixture. Canned pineapple or fruit cocktail (without juice) or sliced apples can also be added to mixture.

Meyer Family Gefilte Fish

In this variation, the mixture of ground fish, vegetables and spices are mixed and then baked. We use a food processor and bake our fish in a 13 x 9 x 2 Pyrex pan. When cut into squares, this recipe will serve 12 or more.

Ingredients:
2 lbs of ground fish – we have used striper (frozen from the summer “harvest”) and salmon. You could also use cod or halibut, or to be more “traditional” – fresh-water fish such as pike, carp & whitefish.

Oil to grease the pan
3 eggs, slightly beaten
1 and 1/2 large onions chopped
1 large carrot chopped
1 celery stalk chopped
2 1/2 teaspoons salt
2 teaspoons sugar
3 tablespoons matza meal
1 tsp white pepper
1/4 cup plain seltzer water
Paprika
Onion slices (optional)
Cooked carrots cut into dimes

Using the food processor fitted with the blade, process the fish and eggs together and pour out into a large bowl. Chop the onions, carrot and celery together, then fold this mixture into the fish mixture, add the seasonings, and then re-process, adding the seltzer. This will be done in batches. Grease the rectangular Pyrex dish and spread the mixture throughout. Top with thinly sliced onion and sprinkle with paprika. Bake at 350 for an hour, until the fish browns a bit & pulls away at the sides. Cool to room temp, cover & refrigerate. Slice into squares, top with a slice of cooked carrot (from your soup!). Serve with horseradish.

- From Jerry Rosen
Delicious “Healthy” Apple Crisp Recipe

I like to use a few different kinds of apples to add depth. You can sub honey for maple syrup. Some people like to add pecans.

Ingredients:
4 cups apples peeled + sliced in 1/4 inch thick pieces - about 1 lb
1 tablespoon coconut oil melted
1/2 teaspoon cinnamon

Crisp Topping
1/2 teaspoon cinnamon
1/4 teaspoon nutmeg
1 cup old fashioned oats
2 tablespoons coconut oil
1 tablespoon maple syrup or honey

Instructions:
Preheat oven to 350 and prepare a greased 8x8 baking dish
Peel + cut apple slices into ¼ inch thick slices.
Melt coconut oil. Toss apples with coconut oil, cinnamon + ginger. Set aside.
Mix together crisp topping.
Pour apples into bottom of the baking dish. Layer crisp topping evenly on top of apples.
Cover apple crisp with aluminum foil and bake at 350 for 20 mins. After 20 minutes, remove cover and bake for another 10-20 minutes until apples are fork tender and crisp topping is golden brown.

YUM!!!

Sauerkraut Knishes

1/2 pkg. (1 sheet) frozen puff pastry packet, thawed in refrigerator overnight
(1) 14 oz. can saurkraut- drain in colander, squeeze extra liquid with paper towel
1 6-8 oz. pkg. Farmers cheese
1 egg- slightly beaten
3 oz grated Gruyere cheese
1/2 tsp. Kosher salt
1/2 tsp pepper
1 egg plus 1 tbsp water, beaten together (for egg wash)
optional toppings: sea salt crystals, poppy seeds, sesame seeds, cracked caraway seed

Directions:
Mix drained sauerkraut, farmers cheese, 1 egg, grated Gruyere, salt and pepper together in a bowl. Set aside.

Use a rolling pin, roll the puff pastry sheets with a little flour to approx. 16 x 12”. Cut each sheet into 3 long strips (follow the original fold lines if they are still visible).

Spread 1/3 of the sauerkraut mixture in a long row on each dough strip, forming an even, slightly flattened log shape. Apply a little of the egg wash with a pastry brush to the edges. Fold/stretch the dough over the saurkraut log, overlapping the edges and press to seal.

Put these logs seam side down, in the freezer for around 1 hour or until firm but not frozen solid. Cut the logs into 1” slices and return to the freezer. When frozen, store in a zip lock bag in the freezer until ready to use.

Pre-heat oven to 400 degrees and spray large cookie sheet with PAM. Place knishes 3” apart onto cookie sheets (seam-side down). With a small sharp knife, cut 2-3 slits across the tops of each piece. Use a pastry brush to lightly brush the top of the dough with the egg wash. Sprinkle optional garnish, if using.

Bake in pre-heated 400-degree oven for 25-30 minutes or until golden brown. Makes 36-40 appetizer-size knishes. Serve warm.

- Martha Chayet
A High Holiday tradition in our family for many years.
Brisket Recipe

A tried and true Brisket recipe I've used for over half a century! Best of all, it can be prepared and sliced the day before, refrigerated and heated on the day of serving. (over the years I've received many an invitation to come for dinner and of course, with the suggestion—Bring your Brisket!

Set oven at 350 degrees

Place approximately a 3 1/2 lb. brisket in an aluminum baking pan. (I usually make two briskets in separate pans)

For each brisket, in bowl, mix together approximately:
1 1/2 liter ginger ale
1 small bottle ketchup
1 package of Lipton onion soup mix

(Mixture should be a little thick. Pour over brisket to almost cover brisket.)

Add lots of raisons and raw sliced carrots to sauce. Cover with foil (poke holes in foil).

Bake approximately 1 hour at 350 degrees and then reduce to 300 degrees. Cook for approximately another 3 hours.

Let cool, then slice (my electric knife works perfectly). Place in serving dish with lots of gravy. Refrigerate overnight. Reheat to serve. Skim gravy if needed.

Lots of sauce. Great with Kasha and Varniskas!

L'Shana Tova !!!
- Linda Rosenfield and Jackson Paul

Honey Cake Recipe

Ingredients:
3 eggs
1 and 1/2 cups sugar
1 and 1/2 teaspoon baking powder
1/2 teaspoon baking soda
3/4 teaspoon cinnamon
3/4 teaspoon allspice
3/4 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon vanilla
1/2 cup liquid coffee
3/4 cup veg. oil
3/4 cup honey
1/4 cup creme de cacao (optional)
1/2 cup nuts (optional)

Beat eggs: add sugar and continue beating. Sift together flour, baking powder, baking soda, cinnamon, allspice and salt. Add this to the egg mixture - it will be dry. Then add liquids. Add nuts last, if using. Bake in large, greased loaf pan at 325 degrees (can use smaller pans; do not fill more than 3/4 to the top). Large loaf pan takes about an hour, smaller loaf pans less. Will be brown and firm on top.

Enjoy, Sue Weiss

This is the recipe we use for our honey cakes each year to give out to our Temple Family.

Macaroni Pudding for Breakfast

16 oz fettuccine
1/2 cup cheddar cheese
3/4 cup sour cream
1/8 cup butter, melted
salt & pepper
Pour into pyrex dish (kugel dish) and bake 30-45 minutes at 350 degrees

- Marlene Geiman
The Sisterhood is an organization of women of all ages, backgrounds and interests, who find joy in one another as we come together to celebrate our heritage, socialize, and learn together.

We work to promote the interests of Judaism, serving the needs of our Temple and the community, while building bonds of friendship among women.

Temple Emanu-El Sisterhood wants and needs the support of all the women in the congregation.

Membership comes with a donation of $36.00.

Your membership supports:

• Purchasing trees in Israel for our Bar/Bat Mitzvah children
• Food for meals that are delivered to members in our community
• Supplementing costs of programming

Upcoming Events:

October 28th at 7PM:
Sisterhood “Paid Up” Sweet & Savory Zoom Event

Since we cannot have our annual “Paid Up Supper”, become a member of Sisterhood and pick up your “Paid Up” Sweet, Savory and Bubbly package to go and join our event with guest speaker, Nancy Torgove Clasby, Holistic Healing and Meditation.

Don’t miss this fascinating event and learn all about her journey.

Temple Emanu-El’s
Sisterhood

Neighborhoods

At Temple Emanu-El, we are dedicated to creating a warm and welcoming environment where our diverse congregation — families, singles and couples, young and old — can plant roots, build community, form friendships, and discover a more meaningful Jewish life. Explore our neighborhoods and unearth the many opportunities to learn, socialize, volunteer and make a difference!

New events and programs are continually being added, so check out the Temple Emanu-El website, www.emanu-el.org, or contact Shelby Chapper at the Temple. You can email Shelby at Shelby@emanu-el.org.
Families with Children Neighborhood

Friday, October 16th:

DIY Fall Festive pumpkin decorating – Please sign up to pick up during Temple office hours (10am-12pm) your pumpkin with pumpkin decorating kit with DIY instructions on how to roast your pumpkin seeds along with a Fall craft kit. Decorate your pumpkin with your family on your own and then send your design to Shelby at Shelby@emanu-el.org where we will share our masterpieces on Temple Emanu-El’s Facebook page.

Friday, November 6th: please sign up to pick up your DIY Shabbat kit during Temple business hours (10am-12pm) before the first Family Shabbat Service at 5:30pm on Facebook Live then join together at 6:00pm with our families and let’s share in the prayers together.

This is our fourth Year partnering with the DCFS in Salem for children in the foster care system to provide gifts for the holiday season. The Giving Menorah sponsored by the Families with Children Neighborhood will be available once again for our Temple community to sign up and donate gifts to local children in need.

Babies and Bagels:

Events: March 7th, April 11th, May 2nd

Babies and Bagels is a Sunday morning program for families with activities and programs for children 4 and under and their families. This program takes place three times a year on Sundays at 10am.

LGBTQIA Neighborhood

Let’s watch the documentary “Disclosure” on Netflix and then get together on Zoom for a discussion on Thursday, October 29th, at 7:00 pm.

Leading trans creatives and thinkers share heartfelt perspectives and analysis about Hollywood’s impact on the trans community.

Senior Connection Neighborhood

Join us for in-person Senior “Chats” on Tuesday mornings at 11am. These chats are socially distanced outdoor gatherings with masks in the Temple Emanu-El parking lot at 11:00AM. Meetings are held on Zoom in the case of unfavorable weather.

Jewish Music Neighborhood

Wednesday, October 21st: 7:00 pm on zoom. “Music To Our Ears Through The Years” Sue Weiss will share the history of some of our favorite and well-known Jewish songs and the various melodies we use to sing them. Everyone is welcome!

Holidays Together

We look forward to sharing meals on Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur!

Outdoors and Active Neighborhood:

Frisbee at Preston Beach
Sunday, September 27th, from 2:00 – 3:00pm

Sept. 20th: Walk on Lynn Shore Drive
Meet at the monument in Swampscott at 8:00 am for a socially distanced walk on Lynn Shore Drive to start the New Year. Rain Date will be the following Sunday.
Tikkun Olam
NEIGHBORHOOD

This year we have had to curtail our monthly visits to My Brothers’ Table and the MA Coalition for the Homeless (A Bed for Every Child program). We have collected food, gift cards and books for those in need during the pandemic for our partners organizations.

WELCOME THE STRANGER

Welcome the Stranger is a coalition of the Tikkun Olam/Social Action arms of three congregations: Temple Emanu-El, Old North Church and The Church of St. Andrews, located in Marblehead and serving the north shore area. We formed 4 years ago in response to the growing world refugee crisis. During that time, working with RIM (Refugee Immigration), we fully supported an asylum seeker from Haiti, her toddler daughter, and eventually her husband, organizing and funding all of their needs, including rent, until they were on their feet and financially independent. The couple was granted asylum at the end of June.

WTS works in tandem with Catholic Charities, which is a federally designated refugee resettlement organization, to help set up new homes and apartments. We are given the number of refugees and a move-in date, and WTS finds everything needed to set up an apartment: furniture, bedding and linens, kitchen and bath items, a stocked pantry and refrigerator with items that reflect the dietary needs of the future family. We then coordinate the move and set up the apartment.

Through this partnership, over the last 11 months we have helped families from 9 different countries start their lives in freedom in the US. The countries are Moldova, El Salvador, Honduras, the Congo, Bangladesh, Iraq, Burma, Guatemala and Pakistan.

Anyone who wants to be on our volunteer list please email: auntmarcyb@gmail.com

Programs :

Movie Night:
“Little White Lie” (on Amazon Prime)
Wednesday, October 7th, at 7:00 pm.
Watch the movie beforehand, and then join us on zoom for a discussion!

Lacey Schwartz grew up convinced she was white, even though her features distinguish her instantly from her Jewish parents. It wasn’t until she was 18 that she learned her biological father was black. She then begins a journey to reconcile her past and embrace her African-American heritage.

Our movie for November is “Ride Like A Girl” (free on Netflix) on Wednesday, November 4th, at 7:00 pm. The daughter of a horse trainer sets her sights on becoming the first female jockey to win the Melbourne Cup. Based on a true story.

Mah Jongg:
Every Tuesday night at 7pm
Fun for all ages and levels of experience! We will use RealMahJongg, either the app or the website: realmahjongg.com. Then, join us via Zoom! Players can either play in groups of 4, 3, 2 or 1 and the computer can fill in.

Book Discussion with the Jewish Book Group of the North Shore
The Temple Emanu-El Library is pleased to be co-sponsoring the Jewish Book Group of the North Shore as it hosts author Helen Fremont’s discussion of her recently published book, The Escape Artist. This Zoom event will take place on Tuesday, September 29th, at 7:30 pm. The Escape Artist is a powerful memoir of growing up in a world of secrets.
Tot Shabbat:

Events: December 12th, January 9th, February 6th

Tot Shabbat is a Shabbat morning service geared to families of toddlers. This service is scheduled 3 times during the calendar year at 10am.

---

Marblehead Counseling Center & Temple Emanu-El Present...

The Song Endures: Hope in the Time of COVID

*Thursday, October 15th at 7:00 pm on Zoom*

The support of Amy Saltz’s first book, *An Essential Song*, gave Amy the courage to write the hopeful memoir, *FINDING THE SONG: Living After Attempting Suicide*.

Amy will share some healing strategies that can apply to today's challenges.

Join Amy Ben Day of Marblehead Counseling Center, Rabbi David Meyer, and physician Harvey Zarren.

Everyone is welcome!

Donations may be made to MCC on the website: marbleheadcounseling.org

---

Book Discussion:
The Vanishing Half by Brit Bennett
October 19th, 7:00pm via zoom

Weaving together multiple strands and generations of this family, from the Deep South to California, from the 1950s to the 1990s, Brit Bennett produces a story that is at once a riveting, emotional family story and a brilliant exploration of the American history of passing for white.

---

JCCNS Jewish Book Month Speaker Series features...

Virginia Buckingham, author of On My Watch: A Memoir

As the nation came together to mourn, support each other, and rebuild in the aftermath of 9/11, Virginia Buckingham, the head of Boston’s Logan International Airport, was singled out for blame and forced to resign. She was also sued for wrongful death by the family of a 9/11 victim, who held her personally responsible for the terrorist attack. A rising star at thirty-five, Buckingham had served as chief of staff to two consecutive Massachusetts governors before becoming the first woman to head the state's Port Authority. This unique memoir shares her struggles to rebuild her life and come to terms with being blamed for an unimaginable tragedy that occurred on her watch.

*Date: Tuesday, October 13*
*Time: 7:00 PM*
*Cost: $6 JCCNS or Temple Emanu-El members, $9 community members*

Co-sponsored with Temple Emanu-El, Marblehead and in conversation with Rabbi David Meyer.

For tickets and more information go to [www.JCCNS.org](http://www.JCCNS.org)
Roll of Remembrance

“Let us call to remembrance the great and good through whom the Lord hath wrought great glory”

OUR BELOVED WHO DIED IN THE SERVICE OF OUR COUNTRY

LOUIS KATZE
JACK STAHL
ARVID DAVID GOUCHBERG

RABBIS OF TEMPLE EMANU-EL

MARTIN E. KATZENSTEIN
1955-1960

ROBERT W. SHAPIRO
1962-1992

INTERIM RABBI OF TEMPLE EMANU-EL
ISRAEL W. HARBURG
1960-1961

PAST-PRESIDENTS OF TEMPLE EMANU-EL

JACK FISCHER
1982-1984
THEODORE GILMAN
1968-1970
HARRIS L. GOLDMAN
1970-1973
MARTIN “BOZIE” GOLDMAN
1984-1986
LOWELL GRAY
2004-2005
ALFRED M. GROSS, JR.
1954-1957

BUSTER GROSS
1975-1977
ROBERT J. HECHT
1957-1960
STANLEY METZ
1960-1962
SHEILA MIRKIN
1986-1989
ALLAN ROSENBERG
1964-1966
SAMUEL SIMONS
1966-1968
Deceased in Year 5781

Chester “Chet” Baker
Gail Baker
Ida Bershard
Betty Bitman
Estelle Blackman
Joanne Brown
Kevin Burchill
Harriet E. Canavan
Rosalie Chapper
Robert Cheren
Richard Barry Cooper
David Cushinsky
Maria Juana dePaiva
Leo DiSimone, Jr.
Jay Esterkes
William “Bill” Evarts
Eli Farber
Barbara Fermon
Trudee Fogel
Barbara Freedman
Richard Frost
Eleanor Gateman
William W. Gerber, III
Arthur Glazer
Elinor Goldblatt
Frances Roberta Golden
Gilbert Goldenberg
Robert A. Goldman
Manuel Golov
Robert Goodwin
Herbert Greenbaum
Ferne “Faygie” Greenberg
Sidney Grob
Thomas Harris
Judy Jacobi
Edwin Joseph
Susan I. Kahn
Betty Kaufman
Heidi Krinsky-Benjamin
Harvey Lakind
Jim Mahoney
Simon Malykin
Bert Miller
Jacob George Miller
Bernice Miller
George Mogill
Susan Pearl
Albert Pica, III
Gloria Platcow
Michael Platcow
Julia Price
Louise E. Radack
Larry Rasky
Joe Reif
Robert E. Remis
Sandra Saxe-Solomon
Robert Schuller
Lois Seligman
Edith “Yuddie” Seligman-Spector
Lawrence Shutzer
Herman Sokolow
Albert Sparks
Columbia Swinson
Robert Weber
Nicholas R. Whitman
William H. York
Helayne Young
Judith Young
Jeanette & Allan Ablow
Bessie Ablow
Daniel Ablow
Stuart Lerner
Abraham Mezansky
Dorothy Mezansky
Arlene & David Addis
Hyman Addis
Sadie Addis
Matthew Seth Comins-Addis
Mitchell Comins
Anne Addis Nigrosh
Diane Nigrosh
Jacob Richmond
Rosamond Richmond
Stephen Richmond
Edythe Schur
Jerome Schur
Mary Alice Alexander
Katie Alexander & Sam Appleton
David, Elise, Avery and Isaiah Alexander
Lawrence R. Alexander
Patricia Greenfield Mark
S. Carl Mark
Florence S. Alexander
Daniel D. Alexander
Jay S. Alexander
Lindy Hess
Nancy & Jerry Appel
Esther & Israel Appel
Stephen Appel
Arlene & Philip Kasakove
Tilly & Harry Miller
Pat & Morey Minsk
Ronnie Amar & Family
Irene Katz
Irving Katz
Nancy Baer
Charles Gabriel
Melvin Gabriel
Sophie Gabriel
Harold H. Leibowitz
Lois Baker-Ernst
Bernard Baker
Ina Berman
William Berman
Martin Ernst
Richard Gordon
Eva Sterman
Max Sterman
Shirley Sterman
Bruce Bank
Carla Z. Bank
Julius and Marcia Bank
Abraham and Bessie Landau
Rae Moldoff
Barbara Barden
Beverly Aaron
Hyman Ballace
Benjamin Barden
Eugene Barden
Harold Barden
Lena Barden
Lillian Barden
Sara Barden
Jacob Cohen
Mary Cohen
Larry Shubow
Beverly Baum
Bertha Baum
Edward A. Baum
Morton S. Baum
Joseph Benjamin
Leah Benjamin
Minnie Brown
Nathan Brown
The Belinfante & Charney Family
Alan Belinfante
Edward Freedman
Selman Freedman
Sumner Freedman
Lynne, Bob & Jonathan Berk
Bernard Berk
Randi Berk
Edward Ornstein
Heidi Abber-Berman & Michael Berman
Edith Abber
Richard Abber
Sheila Abber
Israel Abramoff
Rebecca Abramoff
Herman Barnstein
Melvin Barnstein
Mildred Barnstein
Bernard Berman
Natalie Goldberg

Lisa & Bruce Bial
Jules Bial
Iris Rosenberg
Henry Winer

Bitzy Bitman
Betty Bitman
Estelle Bitman
Irving Bitman
Kate & Max Bitman
Helen & Max Oberman

Ina-Lee & Larry Block
Irving G. Block
Ursula Pels Block
Morris I. Toll

Andrea & John R. Bonn & Family
John J. Bonn
Marion Bonn
Lauren Ventimiglia
Abby Zeitlan
Barbara Zeitlan
Melvin Zeitlan

Lucie & Richard Burke & Family
Amanda Righter

Cynthia A. Canavan
Harriet E. Canavan

Barbara B. Cantor
Mary & Arthur Berger
H. William Cantor
Henrietta & Samuel Cantor
Robert Cantor

Martha Chayet
Neil Chayet

Carol & Bob Cipriani
Anna DiFronzo
Harold Fleit
Nellie Fleit
Samuel Fleit
Annie Wilson
Israel Wilson

Donna & Archie Cohan
Sayde & Harold Cohan
Belle & Harry Mogill
George Mogill
Richard Mogill

Bobbie Cohen & Family
Bella Cohen
David Cohen
Dorothy Cole
Richard Cohen
Trudee Fogel
Alan D. Goldstein
Anna Goldstein
Arthur Goldstein
Herman Goldstein
Natalie Goldstein
Henry C. Rain
Shirley P. Rain
Celia Rood

Judy & David Cohen
Regina Cohen
Robert Cohen
Gertrude Rome
Samuel “Chummy” Rome

Ruthann Cohn
Harvey Cohn

Elizabeth, Steve, Jocelyn, Nina, Arielle & Seth Cushinsky
David Cushinsky
Mildred Geraldine Cushinsky
Judith Ribock Goldman

Robin & Michael Dale
Francis Dale
Merton Kolsky
Dick Kroll

Debra & Philip Davis
Raymond Davis
Barry Fox
Selma Fox
Sumner Fox
Shirley Davis Freedman
Sol Freedman
Frances Gordon

Svetlana & Illarion Dobkin
Elizaveta Batulina
Mara Dobkin
Simon Dobkin
Simon Malykin

Virginia Dodge
Kenneth Benjamin
Harriet Canavan
Herbert Greenbaum
Robert Hill
Robert Orenberg
Freda Shelan

Jeffrey Dornbush & Family
Ernest P. Dornbush
Lester D. Richmond

Marilyn Dreben
Arthur “Buddy” Dreben
Maxine Ruben
Edward Rudnick
Henry Rudnick
Joseph Rudnick
Sadie Rudnick

Caren Drector
Phyllis Drector
Jennie Fraser
Sarah Freysteter

Linda & Larry DuKatz
Frances & Albert DuKatz
David Pearlman
Doris & Theodore Pearlman
Rose & Jacob Strome

Betty Dyer
Ira Dyer
Freida & Charles Dyer
Lillian & Samuel Schanberg

Deborah Edinburg
Betty Loring
Irving Loring
Jeff Edinburg

Phyllis Ellsworth & Richard Miller
Fannie Malyn
Byron Miller
Doris Miller
Sadie Miller

Judith Emanuel & Jack Bevilacqua
Marie Ratner Alberman
Nanette Emanuel
Robert Emanuel

Mindy & Steve Evanter
Ann Evanter
Joseph Evanter
Hyman Merlis
Miriam Merlis

Elaine Hillson Federman
Al Federman
Archie Federman
Lenore Federman
Esther Hillson
G. Irving Hillson
Eva Lodge

Paul Feinstein
Annette Feinstein
Daniel Freedman
Sarah Freedman

Avis Feldman
Alfred Feldman
Merrill Feldman
Sadye Feldman
Max Goldstein
Nellie Goldstein

Susan, Keith & Wyla Ferris
William Richard Tenenbaum
Ruth Remis
Benjamin Brightman
Doris Brightman
John Remis
Harry Remis
Mildred Remis
Peter Remis
Robert E. Remis
William Remis

Dorothy & Bennett Rich
Sandra Saxe-Solomon

Sharon & Howard Rich
Frances & Jerry Rich
Eunice & Sherman Seeche
Sandra Saxe-Solomon

Eleanor Richman
Chester “Chet” Baker
Sidney Richman
Morton Talcofsky
Rita Talcofsky

Jon Richmond
Lena & Israel J. Bloomfield
Sylvia Brenner
Bernice Kesslen
Harry Maistrovsky
Beryl & Edwin Richmond
Fannie & Isadore Richmond
Jacob Richmond
Stephen Richmond

Joanne (Jodie) Robbins
Gloria Platcow
Michael Platcow

Jacqueline Robbio
Adele Grace
Rita J. Levine
Sydney S. Levine
Cele Scheyer
Cheryl Zarkin

Ellaine & Sid Rose
Leo Quint
Rose Quint
Esco E. Rose
Esther Rose
Meyer H. Rose

Jerry Rosen
Israel & Marie Rosen
Barry S. Rosen

Barbara & Michael Rosenberg
Esther Calia
Fannie Collins
James Collins
Louis Fink
Annette Rosenberg
Dorothy Rosenberg
Henry Rosenberg
Robert Rosenberg

Linda Rosenfield
Lee Rosen
Lena Rosenfield
Max Michael Rosenberg
Stanley Rosenberg
Judith Young

Evie & Howard Rosenkrantz
Lee & Samuel Rosenkrantz
Jessie & Abraham Schwabel

Naomi Rosenthal
Abraham Epstein
Leah Epstein
Adam Rosenthal
Ernest Rosenthal

Robert Frost Rosenthal & Sidney Rosenthal
Edwin Firestone
Dorothy & Edward Jepsy
Norman Jepsy
Nathan H. Rosenthal

Sandy Rotman
Zelda & Jack Rotman

Debra Rubin
Dora Blumenthal
Nathan Blumenthal
Eleanor Brown
Joseph Brown

The Rubins
Arthur Rubin
Goldie Rubin
Leonard E. Rubin
Paul Schretter
Sadie Schretter

Susan & Jim Rudolph
Gerald Gouchberg
Joyce Rudolph Jacobson
Robert P. Rudolph

The Ruskin Family
Marlene & Mitchell Greb
Rebecca & David Rosenfelt
Bernard Ruskin
Frances & Edward Ruskin

Nancy Sachetti
Norman Fainzin
Phyllis Fainzin

Reeva & Matthew Sagal
Robert Malkin
Helen Sagal
Mark Sagal
Jacob Scholnick
Rose Scholnick

Amy Saltz
Andrea Cohen
Jay Esterkes
Robin Esterkes
Richard Frost
Carolyn Gibbs
Jay Grilli
Shirley Grilli
Benjamin Harsip
Shirley & Bernard Harsip
Judy Jacobi
Dorothy & Edward Jepsy
Joe Reif
Frances & Irving Saltz
Leon Wisel

Sandra & Neil Schauer
Hymie Frankel
Max Frankel
Sally Frankel
Judith Schauer
Samuel Schauer
Sandra Schauer

Linda & Arthur Schwartz
Anne Bornstein
James Remis
Peter Remis

Marilyn & Jacob Segal
Anne Broder
Theodore Broder
Samuel Segal
Sarah Segal

Deborah Segil
David Segil
Jenny Segil
Nathan Segil
Robert Segil
Abram Spoont
Helen Spoont

Stacey Segil
Francis Brown
Lillian Shore

Deborah & Fred Seiberg-Bollen
Deborah M. Bollen
Alfred L. Florman
Ruth K. Florman

Donna & Ed Seligman
Salvatore “Sam” DeFranco
Aaron “Red” Seligman
Edith “Yuddie” Seligman Spector

Howard Seligman
Barbara Fermon
Robert “Ruby” Fermon
Aaron “Red” Seligman
Jacob Seligman
Lois “Loey” Seligman
Edith “Yuddie” Seligman Spector
Debra & Ralph Sevinor
Harry Berman
Lena Berman
Tilly Berman
Estelle Braver
Jack Braver
Jeffrey Braver
Roger Leff
Amy O’Donnell
Paul Petersiel
Ida Sevinor
William Sevinor
Minnie Weiner

Harry Berman
Lena Berman
Tilly Berman
Estelle Braver
Jack Braver
Jeffrey Braver
Roger Leff
Amy O’Donnell
Paul Petersiel
Ida Sevinor
William Sevinor
Minnie Weiner

Elaine H. Shapiro & James Cornblatt
Barry E. Fox
Selma Fox
Sumner Fox
Nelson Kotzen
Ruth Cornblatt Kotzen
Arnold C. Shapiro

Robert N. Shapiro
Elizabeth Shapiro Gilmore
Joan S. Johnson
Harry Newman
Sarah Newman
Edna N. Shapiro
Robert R. Shapiro

Sandy Scheckman
Derek Michael Scheckman

Ronnie & Jason Shinsky
Sonne Belle Babkes
Sandra Cutler-Cohen
Ann & Isadore Cutler
Sylvia & Abe Shinsky

Catherine & Randall Shulkin
Sylvia & Bill Frisch
Fred Shulkin

Carole & Kenneth Shutzer & Family
Erna Braun
Julian G. Braun
Lois C. Braun
Frances Roberts
Alvin W. Shutzer
Phyllis H. Shutzer
Celia Simons
Jacob Simons

Mim & Larry Shutzer
Eleanor Bloomberg
Gertrude Bloomberg
Leonard Bloomberg
Samuel Bloomberg
Arthur Shutzer
Sadie Shutzer

Bob Smith
Alexander Blume
Bessie Blume
Joyce Hirshberg
Sadye Sherman
David H. Smith
Janice N. Smith
Mary Smith
Richard M. Smith

Jodi Smith
Estelle Halpern
Susan Pfeffer
Frederick Rubchinsky
Sandra Smith

Barbara & Jack Smuckler
Anna & Joseph Poskanzer
Elcy & Samuel Poskanzer
Anna & Harry Sirotka
Annie & Julius Smuckler
Mark Benjamin Smuckler

Edward Snow
Ida Bershad
Abraham Levy
Minnie Levy
Linda Robbin
Barbara Snow
Benjamin Snow
Cecelia Snow
Robert Snow

Carole & Jason Snyder
Charles Chadis
Gertrude Chadis
Gertrude Snyder
Samuel Snyder

Sharen & Jon Solomon
Curt Roffey
Jerome Solomon
Judith Solomon

Robert & Roberta Soltz
Elaine Epstein
Louis Fuchs
Mary Fuchs
Anne Soltz
Harry Soltz

Margery & Jerry Somers
Ida Sevinor
William Sevinor
Benjamin Somers
Ida Somers

Rebecca Sontz
Annette Feinstein
Daniel Freedman
Sarah Freedman

Marlene & Alfred Spiller
Henry C. Rain
Goldie Rain
Joseph Rain
Shirley P. Rain
Celia Goldstein Rood
Harriet B. Spiller
Harvey E. Spiller
Irving Spiller
Sadie Stillman

Pauline & Vincent Spirito
Albert Portnoy
Allen Portnoy
Anita Portnoy

Bonnie & Brian Strasnick
Rose Covitz
Merrill Covitz

Robert Strogoff
Yale Strogoff
Margaret Stryer
William Stryer

Sue & Eliot Sussman
Harriet & Melvin Sussman
Melvin Zarinsky

The Tassinari Family
Leslie Rosen
Lois Rosen
Chuck Sagan
Roberto Tassinari

Cyndy & Jack Taymore
Bertra Shane
Daniel Shane
Adele A. Taymore
Melvin R. Taymore

Joann Tenenbaum
Bernard Cohen
Dorothy Cohen
William R. Tenenbaum

Joan Tobin & Nancy E. Siegel
Michael J. Berke
Mildred Katz Berke
Richard Paul Tobin

Elaine Toll
Irving Koffman
Leonard Koffman
Myron Koffman
Rachel Koffman
Simeon Koffman
Morris Toll

The Torgove Family
Joyce Torgove
Cindy, Anthony & David Tramonte
Helen Abrams
Jean Burchill
John Burchill
Kevin Burchill
Albert James Lang
Dianne Lang
Marion Lang
Ella Lichtenstein
Antonio Tramonte
John Tramonte
Mary Tramonte
Michael Tramonte
Sylvia Tramonte

The Tregor Family
B. Lillian & Abraham H. Alter
Sarah Alter
Dorothy J. & Albert A. Tregor
Harris R. Tregor

Sharon & Howard Tripolsky & Family
Donald Finegold
Edward Jaffe

The VanDusen Family
Alfred Raifman
Lewis VanDusen

Leone Wallace
Robert Wallace

Sue Weiss
Rabbi Ken Weiss

Estelle & Joel Whitman
David J. Fermon
Marion S. Fermon
H. Ross Slesinger
Nicholas R. Whitman
Samuel M. Whitman
Yetta E. Whitman

Karen & Andrew Whitman
Aaron Levine
Pauline Levine

Kailie Winkeller
Gregory Price
Emily Winkeller
Henry Winkeller

Anne Winograd
Florence Abramovitz
Samuel J. Abramovitz
Abbott Winograd
David E. Winograd
Dorothy Winograd

Alice & Berl Winston
Aaron Hoffman
Bessie Hoffman
Edith Hoffman
Israel Hoffman
Clara Ostroff
Louis Ostroff
Ruth Winston
William Winston

Barbara & Bertil Wolf
Bluma Rustein
Roger Rustein
Arnold Wolf
Martha Wolf

Anne & Mark Yanow
George Bertman
Perry Yanow
Sally Yanow

Alycin & Barry Yomtov & Family
Ethel Kupetz
Kenny Kupetz
Sidney Kupetz
Albert Yomtov
Renee Yomtov

Jill York & Family
Eunice & Leonard Korsakov

Marilyn York
Fathye York Jacobs
Morris Shapiro
Ida Shapiro Weinstein
Ada York
Benjamin York
William H. York

Susan & Jonathan Yorks
William Keene
Paula & George Yorks

Dana Appel Young
Leo DeSimone, Jr.

Hope & Larry Zabar
Anita Barkan
Alan Kulman
Jim Mahoney
Larry Rasky
Norma Shribman
Albert Sparks
Myrna Sparks
Arthur Tasman
Zelda Tasman
Myron Taylor
Fan Warshauer
Sam Warshauer
Harry Zabar
Marcia Zabar

Lynn & Marc Zabar
Mimi & Joel Shapiro
Paul Zabar
Pearl & Abe Zabar

Fern & Joey Zang & Family
Florence Blosveren
Robert Blosveren
Rose Zang
Saul Zang

Irina Zarinsky
Alice & Maurice Weiner
Tilly & Samuel Zarinsky

David & Ginger Zeller
Columbia Swinson
Alfred Zeller
Esther Zeller